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Сборник упражнений, который вы держите в
руках – это не просто дополнение к линейке учебников “English IX–XI”. Это плод нескольких лет
методического труда автора, которая сама активно
работает с данными учебниками и включила в разработку материал, расширяющий познавательное
пространство базового курса. Разработка уникальна тем, что соединяет задания формата ГИА (9–11)
с олимпиадными типами заданий, сохраняя рамки
учебных тем курса. Упражнения рассчитаны на
уровень знаний не ниже Intermediate, одновременно представляя замечательный “challenge” для тех,
кто хочет повысить уровень владения языком во
всех его проявлениях. Задания сборника разбиты
на подразделы в соответствии с темами и разделами учебника. Каждый подраздел – это комплексная
отработка всех видов речевой деятельности, необходимых для эффективного личностного языкового
роста. Каждый сборник упражнений (для 9–го, 10–
го и 11–го класса) учитывает как возрастные особенности учащихся, так и те задачи, которые необходимо решать на данном учебном этапе.
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Unit 1. Pages of History:
Linking Past and Present
Developing Introduction Basics
Task 1. Fill in the gaps making all necessary lexical–grammar
changes in the capitalized words.
As a science, History helps us get a better sense of the world
around us. As humanities, History is essential to understand
human 1. …………….. as we are a product of 1000s of years
of human history. As an art, the study of History makes us
better humans capable of appreciating beauty.
Business 2. ……………… need to know history so that they
understand why we do things a certain way and how we can
improve upon the past. The past offers a treasure of ideas in
what we could do. History can offer lessons in what markets to
enter, what products to offer for that market, how leaders before
us handled a difficult situation. In fact, business education in
Harvard and other schools are 3. ……………… built upon on
case education – understanding the past.
Judges need to know history, as the modern case law
systems completely build upon the past. They try to pass
4. …………………..by studying similar ones of the past.
Politicians need to know history to understand human
behavior. A lot of what we do has been carried down the
5. ………………….. , with or without us realizing. Imagine
an Indian 6. ………………….. or bureaucrat talking with
his counterpart in Pakistan without knowing any bit about
the history of Kashmir.
Generals need to know history to understand where you can trip
up. If Hitler & Generals studied enough of history (especially
Napoleon's campaigns) Germany might have been a little more
cautious dealing with Russia. Like the old grandma's recipes
you suddenly 7. ……………….., Generals might be able to
learn tactics from many past maneuvers.
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BEHAVE

LEAD

COMPLETE

JUDGE

GENERATE
POLITIICS

DISCOVER

Task 2. Use proper names from the chart below to make the
sentences complete. One of the personalities is EXTRA!
Ivan IV

Catherine II
Stalin

Alexander I
Mikhail Gorbachev

Alexander II

1. ……………… launched a series of five–year plans intended
to transform the country from a peasant society into an industrial
superpower.
2. ………………… took the title from the word ‘Caesar’ and
proclaimed that Russia was the new Rome. He went to great lengths
to try to establish that there was a line of descent from Julius Caesar
to himself.
3. Of the various uprisings that threatened ………………………
rule, the most dangerous came in 1773, when a group of armed Cossacks and peasants led by Emelyan Pugachev rebelled against the
harsh socioeconomic conditions of Russia’s lowest class, the serfs.
4. …………………… was awarded the Nobel Prize for Peace
for his leadership role in ending the Cold War and promoting peaceful
international relations.
5. ……………………………… became Tsar in 1855, aged 36,
already a mature and experienced statesman. From his father he inherited a bloody Crimean War with a coalition of the Turkeyled Ottoman
Empire, Britain and France.

DID YOU KNOW THAT …
– the Russian word grozny is translated as ‘terrible’ in English, but
it didn’t have quite the same connotations of evil and badness at the
time as it does now. It meant something closer to ‘dangerous’ or
‘formidable.’
– the reign of Catherine the Great, one of the most astute and skillful
rulers in Russia’s long, turbulent history, lasted for 34 years.
– Alexander II became a victim of numerous murder plots – one
dramatic assassination attempt followed another. A reformer, a warrior,
a diplomat and a man of tragic fate, Alexander II has gone down into
history as the Liberator Tsar.
5

6. – Stalin, who grew increasingly paranoid in his later years,
died nearly at 74, after suffering a stroke. His body was embalmed and
preserved in Lenin’s mausoleum in Moscow’s Red Square until 1961,
when it was removed and buried near the Kremlin walls as part of the
de–Stalinization process initiated by Stalin’s successor N. Khrushchev.
– Gorbachev generally produced a furor during his visit to Great
Britain in 1984 both among the political circles and the general
population, becoming the first Soviet leader who actually smiled very
sincerely in front of the camera, breaking the common tradition of
Soviet leaders who always appeared gloomy and obscure in front of
the public.
Task 3. For items 1–8 fill in the gaps
in the text choosing an appropriate word
from the column on the right. Use each
word only once. The Glorious Revolution
of 1688
It began at an Oxford college and escalated over a
1. …….. an arcane procedural point, the Glorious
Revolution finalized English religious identity and
2. …………… structure at what was comparatively
a very early stage in 3. ………….. life. When Parliament, resentful of the religious tolerance which James
II had associated 4. ………..with, invited William of
Orange to take the throne with his wife Mary, it cemented the notion that survives to the current day that
the 5. ………rules with the consent of the nation, not
through divine 6. …..….. Moreover, it locked in the
aggressively Protestant style of national administration that built the colonial 7. ………. , and in removing James ensured the enmity of France, an enmity
which 8. …………….. until the late 19th century.
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right
constitutional
himself
lasted
disagreement
monarch
empire
national

Developing Listening Basics
Task 1. Listen to the text “Crete: a Culture Built on an
Island” (ex.4 p.7 St’s book) and choose the right answer:
1. By 4, 000 years ago, most of existing civilizations were in
places where
a) there were good trade routes
b) the soil was fertile
c) the weather was constantly sunny
d) there was no farming
2. The fact that is NOT true about Crete is the following:
a) nearly the whole island was bad for farming
b) the island’s climate has always been mild
c) nowadays the island is a bit wetter than before
d) farmers have never got enough rain
3. According to the text people were already building cities in
a) Egypt
b) Southeast Asia
c) Southwest Asia
d) Europe
4. The first Cretans
a) used dairy products
b) knew much about sailing
c) didn’t hunt
d) came to the island less than six thousand years ago
5. The only TRUE fact about the Cretans is that:
a) they sailed far from home landing in Europe
b) keeping domestic animals was easier for them than growing
olives and grapes
c) they succeeded in navigation
d) their diet mainly consisted of meat
7

Task 2. Listen to the stories about three English kings (ex.5
p.8 St’s book). Decide whether the statements 1–8 are True (A),
False (B) or Not Stated (C)
1. William the Conqueror destroyed hundreds of French ships in
the English Channel.
2. A bright star with a fiery tail which the soldiers saw in the sky
appears in the sky very seldom.
3. William’s soldiers wanted to get a heavenly sign.
4. King John was not trustworthy.
5. During his own reign Richard the Lionheart didn’t spend much
time in the kingdom.
6. It took the emperor of Germany three months to ransom Richard
for a big sum of money.
7. King Charles II returned to London in summer.
The plague wiped out thousands of people.

Developing Reading Basics.

Task 1. Read the text “The story of the Trojan War” and
complete it with the phrases below:
a) and much of the action is guided by the various competing gods.
b) to lead an expedition to retrieve her.
c) inspired the greatest writers of antiquity, from Homer, Herodotus
and Sophocles to Virgil.
d) leaving a large wooden horse outside the gates of Troy.
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e) some 400 years later in the “Iliad” and the “Odyssey.”
g) returned to Sparta to reign with Menelaus.
h) and demand Helen’s return by Priam, the Trojan king.
j) climbed out and sacked the Troy from within.
i)are difficult to read historically.

“The story of the Trojan War”
The story of the Trojan War—the Bronze Age conflict between the
kingdoms of Troy and Mycenaean Greece–straddles the history and
mythology of ancient Greece and 1. ________. Since the 19th-century
rediscovery of the site of Troy in what is now western Turkey, archaeologists have uncovered increasing evidence of a kingdom that peaked
and may have been destroyed around 1,180 B.C. – perhaps forming
the basis for the tales recounted by Homer 2. ________________ .
According to classical sources, the war began after the abduction
(or elopement) of Queen Helen of Sparta by the Trojan prince Paris.
Helen’s jilted husband Menelaus convinced his brother Agamemnon,
king of Mycenae, 3. ___________. Agamemnon was joined by the
Greek heroes Achilles, Odysseus, Nestor and Ajax, and accompanied
by a fleet of more than a thousand ships from throughout the Hellenic
world. They crossed the Aegean Sea to Asia Minor to lay siege to Troy
4. ________________.
The siege, punctuated by battles and skirmishes including the
storied deaths of the Trojan prince Hector and the nearly–invincible
Achilles, lasted more than 10 years until the morning the Greek armies retreated from their camp, 5. _______________. After much
debate (and unheeded warnings by Priam’s daughter Cassandra), the
Trojans pulled the mysterious gift into the city. When night fell, the
horse opened up and a group of Greek warriors, led by Odysseus,
6. ____________.
After the Trojan defeat, the Greeks heroes slowly made their way
home. Odysseus took 10 years to make the arduous and often–interrupted journey home to Ithaca recounted in the “Odyssey.” Helen,
whose two successive Trojan husbands were killed during the war,
9

7. ________. After his death, some sources say she was exiled to the
island of Rhodes, where a vengeful war widow had her hanged.
Many portions of the Trojan War epics 8. _________. Several of the
main characters are direct offspring of the Greek gods (Helen was fathered by Zeus, who disguised himself as a swan and seduced her mother
Leda), 9. _________ . Lengthy sieges were recorded in the era, but the
strongest cities could only hold out for a few months, not 10 full years.
Blanks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Phrases

Developing Grammar Basics.
Task 1. Present Simple versus Present Progressive. Fill
in the gaps with correct verb forms. Specify each rule you
are using. Consult Focus charts in your St’s book when
necessary.
1. – ………. you ………………… anything at the moment? (do)
– No. I can help you if you like.
2. – What …………….. you ………………..? (do) – I’m retired.
3. – Where ……. you ……………..? (go) – To the shopping
centre.
4. ………………………. you ………………………. to the
gym every day? (go) – No, just Tuesdays and Fridays.
5. – What is the answer to question? – Shh! I
……………………………….. to the teacher. (listen)
6. – When………….. you …………………………. to
music? (listen) – In the car, when I’m driving home.
7. – What is all that noise? – My neighbours ……………………………… a party. (have)
8. – ......... you ………………….. any brothers and sisters? (have)
– I have two brothers.
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9. – …………… you ………………. a helmet when you drive
your motorbike? (wear) – Yes, I have to.
10. – Why ……… you ……………………your best
clothes? (wear) – I have a date with a girl I met at work.
11. – Where’s your sister’s husband? – He ………………….……..
in the garden at the moment. (work)
12. – Where ………….. you …………………? (work)
– In a
hospital.

Task 2. Combine each pair of sentences into one simple
sentence by using nouns or phrases in apposition.
1. That is my father. His name is James.
2. Mr Mathews was elected President. He is a well–known orator.
3. Gold is a precious metal. It is bright and yellow.
4. We saw the painting. It is a great piece of art.
5. Geoffrey Chaucer was born in 1340. He is a great English poet.
6. Tagore’s most famous work is the Gitanjali. It is a collection
of poems.
7. His elder son is at Oxford. He is a lad of great promise.
8. His father is a millionaire. He sent him to England for higher
education.
9. Nehru died in 1964. He was the first Prime Minister of India.
10. De Lesseps built the Suez canal. He was a French engineer.
Task 3. Phrasal verb PICK. Fill in the spaces with the
prepositions missing. Don’t forget to clarify the meanings of
the phrasal verb.
1. “Those books don’t belong on the floor. Will you help
me pick them …………. ?”
2. “Billy’s grandmother especially liked her birthday card because Billy had picked it …………. himself.”
11

3. “The children just drank the last of the milk. Could
you pick some more ………… on your way home this evening?”
4. My parents were afraid I would pick ……. bad habits at summer camp.
5. “You should be ashamed of teasing your little brother,
Bob! Pick ……… someone your own size!”
6. When you eat sparingly, you just pick ……….
7. “Of course we can go there together. What time should
I pick you …………?”

DID YOU KNOW THAT …
-- one more meaning of “pick up” is “to refresh; revitalize”.
He was feeling a little tired, so he drank a glass of orange juice.
It picked him up enough to finish his work.
-- another meaning of “pick at” is “pull at, especially with the
fingers”.
Don’t pick at the bookbinding. It will fall apart.
-- to “pick someone up” also means “to find and bring someone
to the police station for questioning or arrest”.
The cop tried to pick her up, but she heardhim coming and got
away. Sergeant Jones, go pick up Sally Franklin and bring her in to be
questioned about the jewel robbery.
-- to “pick up” is also “to resume something”.
Pick it up right where you stopped. I’ll have to pick up my work
where I left off.
-- Mostly used idiom with the verb PICK is to “PICK AND
CHOOSE”. Its meaning is “to select with great care”. Eg: John and
Kate loved to go to the pastry shop, especially if they had time to pick
and choose.
Despite its redundancy (‘pick” and ‘choose” are synonyms), this
phrase has survived since the 1400s!
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Developing Lexical Basics.
Task 1. Match the new words from your Active Vocabulary
with their antonyms:
a) destroy
b) ignorant
c) counteract
d) abruptly
e) languishing
f) ignore
g) unrewarding
h) occupied
i) preceding
j) release

Antonyms

1. contemporary
2. rapid
3. capture
4. aware
5. contribute
6. achieve
7. beneficial
8. establish
9. available
10. gradually

Task 2. Fill in the gaps using the words from the box below.
Change the forms of the words if necessary. Three words in the
word box are EXTRA.
tame
efficient
record

aware
mankind
beneficial

achievement
subsequent
achieve

opportunity
available

benefit
genius

1. I’d like to take this ……………………….. to thank you for
all your hard work.
2. These skills were passed on to ………………………. generations.
3. We’re just beginning to reap the ……………………. of all
our hard work.
4. The Asian elephant can be ………………… and trained.
5. Since earliest times, ……………………… has been fascinated by fire.
6. The film reveals Fellini’s ……………………..
7. The test measures children’s ………………………. in reading, spelling and maths.
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8. Her husband made her …………………….. every penny she
spent.
9. Lighting is now more energy ………………………...
10. Were you ………………… that Joe had this problem with
his knee?

Task 3. Match the parts of the proverbs. Can you guess
their meanings? Consult the dictionary if needed. How are
all of these proverbs connected with the current unit?
a. tame the strongest grief.
b. may wait it for ever.
c. help the next generation
d. is genius dressed in working
clothes.
e. and hard work brings
rewards.

1. If you want happiness for
a lifetime –
2. Wise words bring many
benefits,
3. He who waits till an
opportunity occurs
4. Time and thinking
5. Common sense

Developing Topical Vocabulary Basics. Checking
yourself.
Task 1. Choose one correct variant/all possible correct
variants:
1. Bombs, bullets etc. that can be fired from a weapon are called
…………..
a) siege
b) casualty c) ammunition d) award
2. “To declare” is NOT to
a) to injure someone with a knife, gun etc
b) to state officially and publicly that a particular situation exists or
that something is true
c) to officially give someone something such as a prize or money to
reward them for something they have done
14

d) to move away from the enemy after being defeated in battle
3. To “enrol” is to ............
a) enter a country, town, or area using military force, in order to
take control of it
b) suddenly let a strong force, feeling etc have its full effect
c) win a victory over someone in a war, competition, game etc
d) officially arrange to join a school, university, or course, or to
arrange for someone else to do this
4. Which sentences are lexically appropriate?
a) Both countries agreed to withdraw their troops
b) They were definitely winning the battle, that’s why they retreated.
c) The army was ready to repel an attack.
d) The Queen is Commander in Chief of the British armed forces.
5. “To make someone who is attacking you go away, by fighting
them” is NOT to …..
a) repel
b) award
c) declare
d) retreat

Task 2. Fill in the missing word.
1. A situation in which an army or the police surround a place
and try to gain control of it or force someone to come out of it is
named a ………………………
2. A soldier of the lowest rank in the army is called a ................
.........................
3. The main building or offices used by a large company or organization/the place from which military operations are controlled is ..
..............................................
4. Someone who is kept as a prisoner by an enemy so that the
other side will do what the enemy demands is a .................................
..................
5. To “suddenly let a strong force, feeling etc have its full effect”
is to ……………………………
15

Unit 1. Final lexical-grammar test.
Task 1. Choose one correct variant:
1. Which sentence is wrong?
a) We are told he has a strong American accent.
b) You are constantly coming late!
c) When does the train arrive?
d) Sarah gets married on Sunday.
2. Which of the sentences below describes the following rule “when noun in apposition stands before the modified noun, it demands
the definite article”?
a) The King has arrived.
b) Fyodor Dostoyevsky, the famous Russian writer, is very wellknown in the West.
c) The new chief manager Mr White wants to speak to the employees right now.
d) The bike, the black one, was never found.
3. ........ is used with pronouns or nouns.
a) afterwards
b) after
4. No preposition is used in the word combination ....
a) Sunday morning
b) rainy evening
c) last noon
d) the afternoon
5.

I stopped to pick her ................

a) at

b) out

c) on

d) up

6. All humans considered as a group make up …….
a) genii b) mankind c) contemporaries d) generation
7. Have you ............... any money to them?
a) culminated
b) established c) recorded

d) contributed

8. Someone who leaves the country, especially during the war
can be called a ….
a) hostage
b) refugee
c) prisoner
d) ally
9. It’s hard to ...... the might of the river.
a) record
b) contribute
c) tame
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d) achieve

10. The .......... lasted almost four months.
a) battle
b) warfare
c) siege

d) headquarters

Task 2. Choose all correct variants
1. We use Present Simple when we …..
a) talk about timetables
b) talk about what has already been arranged
grumble
c) talk about something happening around the time of speaking, but
not necessarily exactly at the time of speaking
d) use the verbs TO FORGET, TO HEAR and the passive
construction TO BE TOLD to denote complete actions
2. When noun is used as an apposition it demands no article if is
denotes
a) a unique position, rank or post and is followed by a proper name
b) a unique position, rank or post, which can be occupied by one
person at a time
c) a unique position, rank or post and is used as a predicative
d) not a rank, but a certain person
3. Which sentences are correct?
a) She’s going away for the weekend.
b) I haven’t seen you during ages.
c) John promised to come back in time for dinner.
d) He will come back in the end of May.
4. “Gradually” is NOT …
a) a chance to do something or an occasion when it is easy for you
to do something
b) slowly, over a long period of time
c) having a good effect
d) able to be used or can easily be bought or found
5. “To pick up” means to ….
a) lift
17

b) choose from a range of objects
c) learn a new skill with no difficulty
d) get something
e) to take somebody in a car
6. In which sentences are prepositions used correctly?
a) They were aware of danger.
b) Various factors contributed to his downfall.
c) The years of their work culminated in a new invention.
d) This sunshine will benefit from the farmers.
7. “Happening or coming after something else” is NOT …
a) contemporary b) subsequent c) aware d) nearby
8. Which of these nouns are in plural?
a) criteria b) formula c) memoranda

d) data

9. Which sentences are correct?
a) This History Museum is so boring!
b) I have never seen any historic documents.
c) Bob likes to read historic novels.
d) A lot of historic events took place in Red Square.
10. The synonyms for the word “man” referring to humans in general are ...
a) people
b) creatures
c) humanity d) mammals
11. “To repel” is NOT to
a) move away from the enemy after being defeated in battle
b) officially give someone something such as a prize or money to
reward them for something they have done
c) make someone who is attacking you go away, by fighting them
d) enter a country, town, or area using military force, in order to
take control of it
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Task 3. Fill in the missing word.
1. The noun used as apposition usually takes the ........................
........... article.
2. In the sentence “Life was the same when he was headmaster of
the school” the word “principal” is a ………………………………..
(you should name the member of the sentence)
3. “Finally” is the same as …... the end.
4. I will see Helen ................... the weekend.
5. “Not too late for something; soon enough for something” is
“…... time”
6. Why do you always pick ……... me?
7. “Skillful” or “capable” is the same as “...........................”
8. The hotel is full, so there are no rooms .................................
9. “The lack of understanding or the differences between older
people and younger people” is called “..................................... gap”
10. World War II brought about a lot of .................................changes in Western Europe.
11. A country that agrees to help or support another country in a
war is called an .............
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QUOTATIONS TO THINK OVER
Look through the quotes below. Which of them do you find
actual? Which of them seem doubtful to you? Comment on each.
History will have to record that the greatest
tragedy of this period of social transition was
not the strident clamor of the bad people, but
the appalling silence of the good people.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in
rising every time we fall.

The test of our progress is
not whether we add more to
the abundance of those who
have much it is whether we
provide enough for those who
have little.
Franklin D. Roosevelt

Study history, study history. In history
lie all the secrets of statecraft.
Winston Churchill

The very ink with which history is written is
merely fluid prejudice.
Mark Twain
20

Unit 2. People And Society.
Developing Introduction Basics
Task 1. Fill in the gaps making all necessary lexical-grammar
changes in the capitalized words.
Individual and Society.
The relation between individual and society is very close.
Essentially, “society” is the regularities, customs and
ground rules of ………………………. behavior.
These practices are tremendously important to know how
humans act and interact with each other. Society does not
exist ………………………… without individual.
The individual lives and acts within society but society
is nothing, in spite of the ………………………….. of
individuals for cooperative effort. On the other hand,
society exists to serve individuals―not the other way
around. Human life and society almost go together. Man
is biologically and psychologically equipped to live in
groups, in society.
Society has become an essential condition for human life
to ………….. and to continue. The relationship between
individual and society is ultimately one of the profound
of all the problems of social philosophy. It is more
philosophical rather than sociological because it involves
the question of values.
Man depends on society. It is in the society that an
individual is surrounded and encompassed by culture, as
a …………………. force. It is in the society again that he
has to conform to the norms, occupy statuses and become
members of groups.
The question of the relationship between the individual
and the society is the ……………………… point
of many discussions. It is closely connected with the
question of the relationship of man and society.
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HUMAN

INDEPENDENT
COMBINE

RISE

SOCIETY

START

The relation between the two depends upon one fact that the
individual and the society are mutually………………….,
one grows with the help of the other. Usually, there are
two main questions to ask and answer: how a man is a
social animal and how individual and society affect each
other?

DEPEND

Task 2. Read the text below and restore the order of passages.
Revolution is not something that is created by political elites,
but rather by ordinary people when they change the way they think
and live.
“When enough people lose faith in an institution and begin to
act as if it did not exist, that institution disappears.”
_______ In today’s context, revolutions occurs when people
stop believing one thing, and start believing something else; when
people discard their old ways of living, and begin to live in new
ways. When enough people lose faith in an institution and begin to
act as if it did not exist, that institution disappears.
_______Values and institutions are social constructions. They
were not handed down by God or created by nature. We invented
them. And if they don’t serve our needs, we have the power to
eliminate them.
_______ When the old institutions crumble, there is no
guarantee that more human-centered structures will replace them.
In fact, conservatives have their own ideas about how the new
world should be organized, and it’s not pretty.
________ Instead of political revolution, our goal should be
social revolution. Social revolution is nothing more than a change
in the way we live our lives. It springs from changes in the way
we think.
________ When we make our own music (garage bands, selfproduced records), produce our own food (home-brewed beer,
collective gardens), or create our own forms of communication
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(graffiti, zines), we strike at the heart of mega-corporation
hegemony. When we engage in “do-it-yourself” projects that
express our unique personalities and deepest desires, we participate
in the transformation of the world.
_______ Everything we do can have revolutionary implications:
how we make money, how we spend our leisure time, how we relate to
our family, friends, co-workers, strangers. Every activity that asserts
individuality and autonomy from corporate/government/religious
control is in itself a profoundly revolutionary act, regardless of content.

DID YOU KNOW THAT …
-- Bolivia holds the highest turnover of governments. Since
their independence from Spain in 1825, Bolivia has had almost 200
governments. Since 1945, Italy saw more than 50 governments and
more than 20 Prime Ministers.
-- India is the world’s largest democracy with more than 700
million registered voters.
-- The system of democracy was introduced 2 500 years ago in
Athens, Greece.
-- The youngest active system of governance is communism,
which was introduced in 1848 by Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx.
-- The oldest existing governing body operates in Althing in
Iceland. It was established in 930 AD.
-- Although the United States of America was established in 1776
the first American president ever to visit Europe while in office was
Woodrow Wilson in 1918.
-- Victoria Woodhull (1838-1927) was the first woman to run for
office of US President. She and her sister were the first women to run
a Wall Street brokerage (1870).
-- The United Nations organization (UN) was founded in 1945.
-- The European Union was founded in 1957 as the European
Economic Community. It then became the EC (European Community)
and in 1993 the EU (European Union).
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Task 3. For items 1-10 fill in the gaps in the text
choosing an appropriate word from the column
on the right. Use each word only once.

INDUSTRIALIZATION
Industrialization is the system of 1.…………. that has
arisen from the steady development, study, and use
of scientific knowledge. It is based on the division of
labor and on 2. ………………… and uses mechanical,
chemical, and power-driven, as well as organizational and
intellectual, aids in production. The primary objective of
this method of organizing economic life, which had its
genesis in the mideighteenth century, has been to the real
cost, per unit, of producing goods and 3. …………... The
resulting increases in output per manhour have been so
large as to stagger the imagination. The 4. …………..
American worker today produces as much in half an hour
arts
as his British counterpart did in a whole working day a
services
century ago, and that American worker has ten times as
dramatic
much 5. ………………capital behind him as he would
specialization
have had a century ago.
science
This revolutionary rise in available output and supply
average
of economic resources has been associated primarily with
development
the 6. ……………. of industrial economies in, for the most
production
part, a limited number of countries. By far the larger part of
industrial
the 7. ……………… rise in man-hour productivity is fairly
phenomenon
recent, most of it occurring since the turn of the twentieth
century – and apparently is still continuing powerfully in
those economically advanced countries where the application
of modern 8. ………………. to output continues to develop.
Even so, the origins of modern industrialism can be found
in the distant past. Industrialization is the outcome of a long
and complex
historical development, and it obviously has not yet run
its full course as a long-range historical 9. …………..
Judging from the record of the past, modern industry may
be only a crude beginning of what is to come. It is not just
the volume of output that measures the general economic
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impact of industrial development. The phrase “industrial
society” has come to encompass a whole way of economic
organization in which the social structure, from industrial
management to the fine 10. ……………., utilizes the
economies of standardization and specialization in basic
human activities to produce, paradoxically, an ever more
varied set of final products. Change in the structure of final
output is ceaseless.

Developing Listening Basics
Task 1. Listen to the text about the three Greek philosophers
(ex.5 p.64 St’s book) and decide if the statements below are True
(A), False (B) or Not Stated (C)
1. Plato was well-known in
Athens.
2. Socrates was corrupting the
young.
3. Aristotle developed Plato’s
ideas.
4. Plato taught Alexander of
Macedonia.
5. Socrates committed suicide.
6. According to Aristotle only one
thing could make a person happy.

Task 2. Listen to the stories about Martin Luther King (ex.6
p.64 St’s book) and choose the right answer:
1.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Martin Luther King
was famous at the very end of the XX century
fought for civil rights of native Americans
protected black Americans
didn’t want to use peaceful methods of struggle

2.
a)

Which fact was NOT mentioned in the text?
black Americans couldn’t vote
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b) it was impossible for black Americans to get a good job
c) no civil rights for black Americans were guaranteed
d) American slaves were emancipated as a result of the Civil
War
3. A boycott of city buses happened because
a) the authorities didn’t want King to be the pastor of a Baptist
Church
b) Rosa Parks was unjustly arrested
c) several black women stopped using public transport in
Montgomery
d) King and other black leaders wanted the law in the city of
Montgomery to be changed
4. In 1963
a) Congress passed a law in favor of black Americans
b) a federal law giving the black Americans the right to vote was
accepted
c) the most famous King’s protest actions took place in Washington
DC.

Developing Reading Basics.
Task 1. Read the text “Condoleezza Rice” and complete it
with the phrases below:

a. Rice grew up surrounded by racism in the segregated South
b. and first African-American to serve as provost of Stanford
University
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c. full-time, according to a statement she made in 2012.
d. well-governed states around the world and the Middle East in
particular
e. as the university’s chief budget and academic officer.
f. them to become fluent in two foreign languages
g. during the dissolution of the Soviet Union and German
reunification.
h. and went on to become the first black woman to serve as U.S.
Secretary of State
i. and served from January 2005 to 2009

“Condoleezza Rice”
Condoleezza Rice was born on November 14, 1954, in
Birmingham, Alabama. She grew up surrounded by racism in
the segregated South, but went on to become the first woman
1.…………………....
In 2001, Rice was appointed national
security adviser by President George W. Bush, becoming
the first black woman (and second woman) to hold the post,
2.…………………. (She was the nation’s 66th Secretary of State,
serving from January 2005 to 2009.)
Condoleezza Rice was born on November 14, 1954 in
Birmingham, Alabama. The only child of a Presbyterian minister
and a teacher, 3. ………………. . She earned her bachelor’s
degree in political science from the University of Denver in 1974;
her master’s from the University of Notre Dame in 1975; and
her Ph.D. from the University of Denver’s Graduate School of
International Studies in 1981. That same year, she joined Stanford
University as a political science professor—a position that she
has held for more than three decades and plans to soon return to,
4.…………………….
In 1993, Rice became the first woman and first African-American
to serve as provost of Stanford University – a post she held for
six years. During that time, she also served 5. …………… In the
mid-1980s, Rice spent a period in Washington, D.C., working as an
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international affairs fellow attached to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In
1989, she became director of Soviet and East European affairs with the
National Security Council, and special assistant to President George
H.W. Bush
6.……………… In 1997, she served on the Federal
Advisory Committee on Gender-Integrated Training in the Military.
A few years later, in 2001, Rice was appointed national security
adviser by President George W. Bush, becoming the first black woman
(and second woman) to hold the post. She went on to become the
first black woman to serve as U.S. Secretary of State—she became
the nation’s 66th Secretary of State in 2004, following Colin Powell’s
resignation, 7. ………………………..
As Secretary of State, Rice has dedicated her department to
“Transformational Diplomacy,” with a mission of building and
sustaining democratic, 8.…………………………. To that end, she
has relocated American diplomats to such hardship locations as Iraq,
Afghanistan and Angola, and required 9.…………………. She also
created a high-level position to de-fragment U.S. foreign aid.
Rice’s books include Germany Unified and Europe
Transformed (1995) with Philip Zelikow, The Gorbachev Era (1986)
with Alexander Dallin and Uncertain Allegiance: The Soviet Union
and the Czechoslovak Army (1984).
Blanks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Phrases

Things You Didn’t Know
About Condoleezza Rice …
…Her name is derived from the Italian con dolcezza, a musical
term which means to play “with sweetness.”
… Growing up, she wanted to be a concert pianist. She was the
first black student to attend classes at the Birmingham Southern
Conservatory of Music.
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… She skipped the first and seventh grades and graduated from
high school at age 15.
… Rice earned a B.A. in political science at 19 from the University
of Denver, where she studied international relations with Josef Korbel,
Madeleine Albright’s father.
… She gets up every day at 5 a.m. to exercise and is passionate
about football. Her dream job is to be commissioner of the National
Football League.

Developing Grammar Basics.
Task 1. Revising Present tense forms. Complete the sentences
for situations in the present. Decide which tense you need to use.
Ms Smith (work) ………………………….………….. as a sales
representative for three years.
In her job, she (drive) ………………….. around a lot to meet her
customers all over the country.
Today she travel)…………………………………500 km o meet
a customer.
She (be)………………………………………….. tired now.
At the moment, Ms Smith (stand) …………… in her hotel room.
She (arrive/just) ……………………………………………..
But she (can/not)……………………….. take a little nap now
because she must...…........................................... call her customer.
They (wait)….......……………………….. for her phone call.

Task 2. Revising Past tense forms. Open the brackets and
use the correct verb forms. Fill them in the chart below the
exercise.
Julie 1. …….. (walk) for hours when she suddenly noticed that the
sun 2. …… (sink) in the sky. She 3. …………. (lose) track of time
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because she 4. ………….. (think) about the most important decision
she’d ever had to make in her life. Things 5. ……….. (not be) the
same between Julie and her fiance, David, since he accepted a job
in Paris. They 6. …..…. (know) each other for almost five years,
and in that time, they had never argued much. Lately, though, their
relationship 7. ………… (become) stormy. They 8. ………… (seem)
to be finding fault with each other and disagreeing about everything.
For the first time, she 9. ..….. (start) to wonder if she 10. …… (be)
ready for marriage. And with the wedding only twenty days away,
she 11. …… (need) to make up her mind soon. Everything in Julie’s
life 12. ….(go) well until her world fell apart just a month before.
A large company 13. …….. (offer) David an important position
that would require him to move to France. As his wife, Julie would
have to go, too. Why hadn’t he discussed his decision with her?
Although Julie 14. ……... (always want) to live abroad she felt very
confused. Was she ready to move halfway across the world, leaving
behind her friends and family and the only home she had ever known?
If the answer was no, 15. ……… (she be) ready to say goodbye to the
only man she 16. .……… (ever love)?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Task 3. AS or LIKE? Fill in the necessary preposition.
1.
2.
3.

His ringtone sounded ____ an alarm.
She drinks ____ a fish.
He’s been behaving ____ a child all afternoon.
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

He works ____ a receptionist three days a week.
Weather ____ this always depresses me.
I’ll do it ____ agreed.
I regard them ____ friends.
Considered ____ a whole, the project’s very good.
They were late ____ usual.
I gave it to her ____ a present.
Stop acting ____ a fool.
____ me, she works hard.
The director behaves ____ a spoilt child.
I feel ____ a holiday.

Task 4. Phrasal verb CUT. Fill in the spaces with the
prepositions missing. Don’t forget to clarify the meanings of
the phrasal verb.
1. My phone was cut ....... last week because I forgot to pay the bill.
2. She cut ……...... smoking from twenty cigarettes a day to ten.
3. His hand was cut ........... in the accident.
4. Why are you always cutting …. with your stupid remarks?
5. This piece of cake is too big for Bob. Cut it …….
6. If we didn’t cut ……… so many trees, the ecological situation
would be much better.

DID YOU KNOW THAT …
-- to “cut someone down” means “to kill someone with a weapon,
such as a sword, оr with gunfire, etc”.
-- The bandits cut the bystanders down and fled.
-- one more meaning of “cut in” ( especially ahead of someone or
something) is “to move quickly and carelessly into the line ahead of
someone, as in a line of people in traffic”.
-- A red car cut in ahead of me and nearly caused me to run off
the road.
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-- to “cut off” , also “” is to “disinherit”. Eg. Grandfather cut him
off with a shilling.
-- This usage dates from the early 1700s; the purpose of bequeathing
one shilling (a small sum) was to indicate that the heir had not been
overlooked but wasn’t intentionally being disinherited. In America
cent was substituted from about 1800 on.

Developing Lexical Basics.
Task 1. Match the new words from your Active Vocabulary
with their antonyms:
collapse
restrict
signify
corruption
aim
reveal
emergency
unite
shortcoming
comprise

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

neglect
create
ease
disconnect
benefit
expand
honesty
except
withhold
conceal

Antonyms

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Task 2. Fill in the gaps using the words from the box below.
Change the forms of the words if necessary. Three words in the
word box are EXTRA.
significance
aim
dramatic
foresee

emerge
restrict
identify
collapse
proposal

discontented
inherit

unite
policy

1. The company has adopted a strict no-smoking
………………………...
2. Computers have brought ……………………. changes to the
workplace.
3. Eye witnesses ………………………… the gunman as an
army sergeant.
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